
 Connect 4 
Within each group of 4, arrange the answers by length then alphabetical order. 
 

Clues (Answers in alphabetical order) 

William of the SHS program (4) Very severe or painful (8) 

Largest river in the world (6) To warm up (4) 

Newton's inspiration (5) Container for storing food (3) 

Gimli's pledge to Frodo (3) Genre of music that's common in hotel lounges (4) 

Support on Kickstarter (4) King of the beasts (4) 

Person for whom dozen is thirteen (5) Gossip digest commonly sold in supermarkets (8) 

Human-supplied sound effect for air pistols (4) Famous trading card game (5) 

Type of roll which was part of a Google Easter Egg (6) War hammer (4) 

It can be judicial, executive or legislative (6) Transition from two lanes to one (5) 

Music has charm to soothe this savage thing (6) Belonging to ancient Iran (7) 

Wing-flapper featured in chaos theory (9) To prepare one's body for an earring (6) 

Atrium or ventricle (7) Hotel staff in charge of transporting luggage (6) 

Fruit usually used to embellish ice cream sundaes (6) Material used to make tires (6) 

Part of face below mouth (4) Informal term to describe someone who acts like a sloth (8) 

Insult used to call someone stupid (5) Alone (4) 

Contact in a circuit (9) Physical chasing game played by grade schoolers (3) 

German crypto machine cracked by Alan Turing (6) Sound associated with a storm (7) 

Skilful handling of a situation (7) Material used to start a fire (6) 

To cross a river (4) Halloween greeter's malevolent option (5) 

Form of spontaneous rapping (9) To set off (7) 

These pearly structures greet those who go to Heaven (5) Outdo (5) 

Reproductive part of cereal (4) German word meaning over or above (4) 

A state of melancholy or sadness (5) Accustom a baby to food (4) 

Funding for research (5)  
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Categories (Alphabetical order) 

All Fired Up 

Beginnings of a Nation 

Come On and Slam 

Git Gud 

Light Years Away and Ago 

Mythical Creatures 

Over Troubled Waters 

Strokes of Genius 

Two's a Company 

Verbs of the Oval Office 

You Are Here 
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